Plastic rowing boat
The fishing boat is a kind of fiberglass rowing boat, which is a good choice for the camper
or fisher, or anyone else who is looking for a best-quality, safe, and durable fishing boat.
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It's material - FRP(glass fiber reinforced plastics) is a very good corrosion resistant
material with good resistance to acid, alkali, salt and various oils and solvents of the
atmosphere, water, and general concentration. Using this kind of material, the fishing
boat is very safe, comfortable and durable. The hull of our fishing boat is high strength,
lightweight, corrosion resistance. Also, the appearance of our fishing boat could be
colorful and beautiful. We can also print customer's logo on the boat.
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We, Ulike leisure equipment Corporation is a professional supplier and exporter, who is
specialized in boat products for more than 5 years. We devote ourselves to produce
leisure equipment products to offer funny and happy life for people. To be a producer for
the fishing motor boat, we have clients come from Europe, Asia, America, Canada and so
son.Many clients are satisfied with our reliable quality and good after-sale service. Our
specialized design department keeps developing new products for clients to explore new
markets. We also developed inflatable fishing boat. Compare to large fishing boats, the
inflatable fishing boat is usually small, portable, and flexible.
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Usually, the capacity of the fishing boats is 3 to 4 person.The Scope of application of
fishing boat is coastal beach, sea, park, and lake, where the water depth must be deep, so
the player could rowing freely. People who near the lake usually will have the cheap
fishing boat to have fun or to fishing. On the weekend, It’s a good choice to relax you and
your family on a fishing boat in the lake, the whole family can enjoy the leisure time
together.

Plastic Rowing Boat Specification
Size：3.8 X 1.2 X 0.5M

Size：4.35 X 1.3 X 0.5M

Color: customized

Color: customized

Material: FRP(glass fiber reinforced plastics) Material: FRP(glass fiber reinforced plastics)
Capacity:4 person

Capacity:4 person

Weight depth:＞60CM

Weight depth:＞60CM

www.ulikeleisure.com

Quality assurance: 3 years

Quality assurance: 3 years

The scope of application: coastal beach, sea,

Scope of application: coastal beach, sea, park,

park, and lake, etc.

and lake, etc.

Fiberglass Fishing Boat UL-009
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Fiberglass Fishing Boats is made of FRP material, can be also called rowing boat, it is the
perfect boat for the camper or fisher, or anyone else looking for a high-quality, safe, and
durable boat.
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We are fiberglass boat manufacturers in China, usually we have stock fiberglass boats for
sale.

Plastic Rowing Boat UL-010
Plastic rowing Boats can be also called rowing boat, it’s materials is FRP (glass fiber
reinforced plastics). It is a kind of boat for the serious outdoor enthusiast, camper or
fisher, or the one who is searching for a good-quality, safe, and durable boat.
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Welcome to contact ULIKE.
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Ulike engages in R&D, production and sales for park amusement and leisure equipment
such as plastic rowing boat. ULIKE provides the wholesale cheap plastic rowing
boat for you.

www.ulikeleisure.com

